. Summary of subject data from questionnaires. Table S2 . Publicly available GPM accessions. Table S3 . Detection of genetically variant peptides in subjects. Table S4 . Proximity matrix of co-occurrence between twin sample weighted GVP profiles calculated weighting values by minor allele frequency. Table S5 . Proximity matrix of co-occurrence between twin sample weighted GVP profiles calculated without weighting values by minor allele frequency. Figure S1 . Agglomerative hierarchical clustering dendrogram of twin sample genetically variant peptide profiles. Table S1 . Summary of subject data from questionnaires. Included are age, sex, hair length sampled, whether the twins shared their placenta and numbers of protein differences within MZ pairs. Also included are lifestyle characteristics that were distinct within the MZ pair. sample name  gpm#  spectra#  prot#  pept#  unique #  FPR  F2-4  GPM32100014557  33399  678  131823  1720  0.77  F2-1  GPM32100014558  38476  724  16284  1847  0.77  F1-4  GPM32100014573  38741  703  16280  1824  0.81  F1-2  GPM32100014563  35620 Table S3 . Detection of genetically variant peptides in subjects. Proteomic datasets from two biological duplicates were processed for each subject and detected genetically variant peptides tabulated. The number of datasets containing an observation is indicated. The genetically variant peptides are listed in alphabetical order according to gene name. The genetically variant peptides are indicated as the corresponding dbSNP accession number and nucleotide allele (rs#_nuc; www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/). The genotype frequency of each allele in the European and African population is also indicated (EUR_GF, AFR_GF; www.internationalgenome.org). These frequencies were used for the weighting of detected peptides in the analysis. The presence of a peptide in only one dataset was considered sufficient to impute the status of the corresponding SNP allele. Individual subjects in each twin set are paired alphanumerically and color-coded. 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 JUP rs41283425_C 1 1 Table S4 . Proximity matrix of co-occurrence between twin sample weighted GVP profiles calculated weighting values by minor allele frequency. Color scale (red to green) shows the degree of co-occurrence. Red indicates higher magnitudes of co-occurrence (increased similarity) and green indicates lower magnitudes of co-occurrence (increased dissimilarity) between twin sets. Table S5 . Proximity matrix of co-occurrence between twin sample weighted GVP profiles calculated without weighting values by minor allele frequency. Color scale (red to green) shows the degree of co-occurrence. Red indicates higher magnitudes of cooccurrence (increased similarity) and green indicates lower magnitudes of co-occurrence (increased dissimilarity) between twin sets. Figure S1 . Agglomerative hierarchical clustering dendrogram of twin sample genetically variant peptide profiles. Clustering as in Figure 4 , but detected genetically variant peptides were not weighted according to the minor allelic frequency.
